
 

 

                                    

暴風警報(暴風雪警報)，台風接近に伴う大雨警報の 

何れか及び地震注意情報発表時の登校について 

Announcement Of Warnings Regarding Storm (snowfall), 

Incoming Storm Along With Heavy Rain And Information  

About Dangerous Earthquake   

 
１ When any warning regarding the storm(caution regarding the snowfall), incoming storm along with heavy rain 

and information about dangerous earthquake by the time of 7:00 in the morning, it is required to have no  
classes in the morning。 

２ If or any chance a cancellation regarding warning about the storm(caution regarding the snowfall), incoming 
storm along with heavy rain and information about dangerous earthquake are declared until 11:00 in the mor

ning, we request to have lunch at home and prepare to go to school in the afternoon。Please let to go to 
school and arrive before 1:00 in the afternoon。 

 

 

 

 
３ If declarations about the storm(warning about the snowfall), incoming storm along with heavy rain and  

information about dangerous earthquake are still ongoing, classes are suspended for the day。Regarding  
warnings  (storm snowfall), incoming storm along with heavy rain and information about dangerous earthquake 
about the storm and other incoming calamities, please listen by the radio or watch by the television 
to be updated by the gathered information regarding calamity warnings that are to happen。If at any chance 
warnings regarding the storm(caution regarding snowfall), incoming storm along with heavy rain and information
about dangerous earthquake。 

In case storm warning (snowfall), incoming storm along with heavy rain and information about dangerous  
earthquake after start the classes, please be aware that we will returning home promptly while taking  
appropriate measures。 

◇ If any risk of serious calamity is extremely large occurs 「notice of heavy rainfall」 
「storm special alert」, 「storm snowfall alert」or「heavy snowfall alert」, also follow the  

following steps and guidance。 
◇ In case the announcement is expected on the day before, if the range of school forecast course of  
typhoon，we may take measures of school closure at the same time in the city by the decision of the  
Board Of Education。 

 
Steps And Guidance During The Storm Without Heavy Rainfall・Flood Warning 

 
We will take proper steps based on information in the weather and flooding situation「temporary closed」 
｢
「

change opening class time」「leaving school urgently」。 
ア We will sent mail in case「changed the time of starting class」before class begins。 
  In case there is no mail sent from school, we ask to be careful and precautions in going to school。 

 イ By the time warning about a heavy rainfall and floods announced after arriving at school, the roads and  
way home will be consulted, students will take re-routes and take appropriate measures, we will sent mail  
in case of leaving school urgently。 

 
If ever declaration of warning regarding the storm (caution regarding the snowfall), incoming storm  
along with heavy rain is cancelled, it is dangerous to attend school because of floods, landslides, 
water overflowing from rivers etc., it is just to confirm your safety and take precautions going to  
school before 1:00 in the afternoon strikes。 


